Project is 25% Complete

WORK IN PROGRESS

This Week
• Placing concrete floors in Unit A, C, & D
• Masonry joist bearing walls up to elevation in Gym.
• Installing roof blocking and window blocking in unit D and C.

Next Week
• Continue placing slab on grade in unit A
• Working on interior and exterior masonry walls in Unit C classroom wing
• Continue to prepare for the gym joist set.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT UPDATE

Safety
• This week’s safety talk was “The right boot for the right job.” Knowing what boots are required for each job/trade is very important. Some trades require steel toe boots and some don’t.

Schedule
• The project is on schedule.

Other Progress
• Materials are being procured for the upcoming work.
• Working with DTE to get on their schedule for the next month or 2 to start running gas main.
• The retention pond was sprayed to kill the weeds before we fine grade and then seed. We will then turn over to the owner.